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In order to minimize the reactive power and higher harmonics 
of currents, as well as to improve the electromagnetic compatibility 
of electrical traction networks and systems of railroad automation, 
modern electric rolling stock of alternating current employ active 
four-quadrant rectifiers. The classical topology of a given converter 
is the two-level full-bridge active rectifier that ensures a power fac-
tor close to unity and the recuperation of energy to a power network. 
However, the high switching frequency predetermines high dynamic 
losses in power transistors and a low value for efficiency.

It appears promising to use the three-level active four-quadrant 
rectifiers with a power factor correction. It has been proposed in the 
current work to apply a system of control over a three-level active 
rectifier with the two-channel equal-shifted sinusoidal PWM. The 
advantage of the proposed algorithm, as compared with known, is 
the improvement of quality of the input current and a decrease in 
the frequency of switching power switches, which leads to a decrease 
in power losses and an increase in the rectifier efficiency. The paper 
reports results of comparative analysis of dependences of power 
losses and efficiency on the switching frequency of power switches 
for the two-level and three-level active rectifier with the proposed 
control system, which confirmed the feasibility of the proposed 
control system. The software package MATLAB 2017b was used for 
simulation modeling of the two-level and three-level active rectifier, 
based on which we analyzed the quality parameters of electric ener-
gy, established the dependence of a harmonic distortion coefficient 
of the input current of an active rectifier on the switching frequency 
of power switches. Our study has proven the technical and economic 
expediency of using a circuit of the three-level active rectifier with 
a control system based on the two-level equal-shifted sinusoidal 
PWM.

Keywords: three-level active rectifier, pulse-width modulation, 
switching frequency, power factor, energy efficiency.
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The paper reports an analytical study into the influence of basic 
parameters of channels in the pulse disk devices on the efficiency of 
processes of heat exchange and hydrodynamics under the pulse effect 
on a heat-carrier. A procedure has been proposed for determining 
basic parameters for the processes of heat exchange and hydro-
dynamics (flow rate, pressure, a heat-carrier’s temperature) when  
a liquid is exposed to the pulse effect. Mathematical models have 
been constructed for the influence of structural and technological 
parameters of channels in the disk pulse devices on the efficiency 
of processes of heat exchange and hydrodynamics. Adequacy of the 
mathematical models has been confirmed by a series of experimental 
studies involving devices with a single- and multi-step system of the 
pulse treatment of a heat-carrier. Based on this, we have designed, 
tested, and implemented industrial structures of the pulse disk heat 
generators for decentralized heating of buildings for industrial and 
residential purposes with the single- and two-step pulse influence. 
The constructed method for a multi-step pulse influence, taking 
into consideration the results from mathematical modeling, experi-

mentally confirmed and implemented in the structural design of  
a working chamber in a disk pulse heat generator, has made it pos-
sible to improve its energy efficiency by 12 %. We have defined the 
most efficient geometry for a disk pulse heat generator aimed at its 
further integration into the system of decentralized heating.

A series of experimental studies has been performed, which con-
firm energy efficiency of the designed devices. One of the designed 
heat generators with a multistep pulse influence on a heat-carrier has 
been integrated into a heating system for a shopping mall. Indicators 
of the heat generator operation meet modern standards of energy 
efficiency at the level of 0.86–0.9.

Keywords: disk pulse device, optimization, energy efficiency, 
heat generator design, rotor, working chamber geometry.
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Bowl bladed kinetic turbine has a low performance. This is  
a simple turbine, easy to make, easy to install and inexpensive. Ki-
netic turbines are made specifically for rural areas which may be far 
from technology facilities. The reason why this kind of turbine is still 
being used is to meet the electric needs of rural areas. Research on 
this bowl bladed kinetic turbine is still often done, although not too 
much. There have been many efforts made to improve turbine kinetic 
performance. This simulation study was conducted to compare the 
conventional bowl bladed kinetic turbine with the bowl bladed ki-
netic turbine with an additional steering blade, to see whether there 
is an increase in turbine performance.

The performance of a kinetic turbine can be seen from the 
amount of pressure or momentum that occurs between two blades.

The simulation carried out is to review the pressure that occurs 
in four sequential blades that experience an initial jet water flow.  
A review of this pressure is carried out at every 5° movement of the 
turbine wheel, starts from α = 45° to α = 45°, so there will be nine pairs 
comparison result of the bowl bladed kinetic turbine performance.

On the conventional bowl bladed kinetic turbine, it can be seen 
that the water flow enters the turbine area, after pushing the first 
blade, flows straight out to the turbine outlet area. So it is estimated 
that there is potential water energy lost.

From the bowl bladed kinetic turbine simulation with the steer-
ing blade, it can be seen that there is an increase in pressure on the 
blades. The water flow that had left the turbine area can provide an 
additional pressure on the rest of the turbine blade. By plotting the 
pressure value of the simulation result, it is clear that there is an 
increase of turbine performance after attached with a steering blade.

Keywords: bowl blade, kinetic turbine, rural area, steering 
blade, momentum, performance.
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The operation features of the stop valve electric drive are ana-
lyzed. It is found that the drive of stop valves, implemented on the 
basis of induction motors, is characterized by low energy efficiency. 
For the purposeful improvement of the energy efficiency of the elec-
tric drive, a method is developed for estimating the energy efficiency 
of the valve module. The need to develop the method is due to the 
fact that energy efficiency estimates based on international stan-
dards are valid for steady-state operating conditions, provided that 
the time of transient processes is neglected.

Unlike traditional types of actuators, the stop valve actuator is 
characterized by low speeds. The use of mechanical gearboxes does 
not significantly reduce the drive speed, so you have to carry out 
pulse control of the engine or switch to a gearless drive.

The efficiency of alternative engine types is estimated using the 
proposed method, which is based on valve positioning modeling. The 
trajectory of movement is formed in accordance with the control 

pulses applied to the windings of the motor, which is part of the 
mechatronic module.

Testing of the method is carried out on the basis of the pass-
port data of the 120 W AIR56A4 induction motor, which is part of  
a serial single-turn mechatronic module. For comparison of energy 
indicators, a 3-phase synchronous rolling rotor motor was chosen, 
whose parameters of the stator winding are similar to those of the 
AIR56A4 motor winding.

Comparison of energy efficiency estimates showed the advantage 
and prospects of using gearless synchronous motors in the valve drive.

The developed models allow to investigate and optimize the cha-
racteristics of the electric drive based on the tested engines, as well as 
to formulate the requirements for the engine design and technological 
parameters based on the obtained energy efficiency estimates.

The proposed method of energy efficiency assessment is the 
basis for the implementation of a set of technical tools to assess the 
drive energy efficiency in real industrial conditions when performing  
a specific technological task.

Keywords: induction motor, gearless electric drive, valve mo-
dule energy efficiency, synchronous reluctance motor.
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The study addresses the development of a method for the op-
timal design of vacuum-evaporative heat pump plants (HPP) for  
a cooling system of technological equipment of the second circuit at  
a nuclear power plant (NPP) using modern methods of thermody-
namic analysis and thermoeconomic optimization.

We have proposed two circuits for inclusion of a vacuum-evapo-
rative HPP into a cooling system of the second circuit at NPP. The 
first circuit implies the use of HPP in combination with an existing 
cooling tower. It makes it possible to cool water additionally from 
30 °C to 25 °C after a cooling tower. Only HPP cools water to the 
required parameters in the second circuit.

A thermodynamic model to forecast static characteristics of 
HPP has been developed. We analyzed thermodynamic properties 
of water as a refrigerant and evaluated their influence on mode pa-
rameters and energy efficiency of a vapor compression cycle. It was 
established that water fully complies with all environmental safety 
requirements for operation substances of heat pumps. Its use makes it 
possible to provide high energy performance of a cycle in comparison 

with synthetic refrigerants. The problematic aspects of water use 
include high temperature, which is characteristic of a vapor-water 
cycle at the end of the compression process. However, it is possible 
to level the influence of temperature on energy and operational pa-
rameters of a plant by using a two-section condenser with utilization 
of heat from vapor overheating.

We selected rational circuit-cycle solutions for a vacuum-evapora-
tive HPP using a graph-analytic apparatus for constructing C-curves. 
The rational circuit-cycle solutions ensure efficient operation of  
a plant for cooling of technological equipment of the second circuit at 
NPP. The system’s capital capacity has been estimated as well.

We used modeling of thermohydraulic processes in a circulation 
circuit of a refrigerant, performed thermoeconomic optimization 
and determined mode-and-structural characteristics of a plant that 
correspond to the minimum of resulting costs during its operation.

Keywords: vacuum-evaporative heat pump plant, nuclear power 
plant, thermoeconomic model, resulting costs
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An integrated system to support the functioning of a wind-solar 
electric system has been designed, based on predicting a change in 
the capacity of a rechargeable battery when measuring voltage at the 
input to a hybrid charge controller, voltage at the output from an in-
verter and the frequency of voltage. Taking preliminary decisions to 
support the capacity of a rechargeable battery related to a change in 
the capacity of a thermoelectric battery is based on establishing the 
ratio of voltage at the input to a hybrid charge controller to voltage 
at the output from the inverter, which are measured. A change in 
the rotational speed of the electric motor of the circulating pump 
has been ensured in terms of changes in consumption and the tem-
perature of heated water by reducing charge duration by up to 30 %. 
An integrated mathematical and logical modelling of a wind-solar 
electric system has been performed, based on the mathematical 
substantiation of the architecture of a technological system and the 
mathematical substantiation to support the operation of a wind-solar 
electrical system. The basis for the proposed technological system 
is a dynamic subsystem that includes the following components: 
a wind-energy installation, a photoelectrical electrical module,  
a hybrid charge controller, and an inverter, an array of rechargeable 
batteries, a thermoelectric battery. The time constants and the coef-
ficients for mathematical models of the dynamics have been deter-
mined related to a change in the capacity of a rechargeable battery, 
the rotational speed of the electric motor of the circulating pump, 
and consumption of local water. A functional assessment has been 
derived for a change in the capacity of a rechargeable battery, the 
rotational speed of the electric motor of the circulating pump, con-

sumption of local water related to a change in the temperature of lo-
cal water in the range of 30–70 °C. Defining the resulting functional 
information on forecasting a change in the capacity of a rechargeable 
battery makes it possible to take the following preliminary decisions: 
about changing the rotational speed of the electric motor of the 
circulating pump, about changing the consumption of local water. 
Maintaining the capacity of a rechargeable battery is carried out 
based on adjusting the generation and consumption of energy.

Keywords: wind-solar electrical system, rechargeable battery, 
thermoelectric battery, hybrid charge controller, inverter.
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This paper reports a study into efficiency of the application of 
hybrid solar collectors, which can simultaneously generate both 
electricity and thermal energy to supply power to multi-storey 
buildings. The novelty of the work is that efficiency was predicted 
taking into consideration the dynamics over recent years and by 
extrapolating trends in prices up to the year 2045 in the market of 
renewable energy, in contrast to existing approaches that disregard 
their likely change over the considered period. The results of calcula-
tions were used to model a predicted market value of the equipment, 
taking into consideration a reduction in its price due to the improved 
technology for manufacturing the collectors, their installation, and 
operating costs, over a specified period. In this case, the dynamics in 
the «basic» and «green» tariffs for solar electric and thermal energy 
were considered. Values for the coefficients of determination have 
confirmed sufficient adequacy of the derived models. An example 
has been provided for determining the electric and thermal load-
ing on a multi-apartment building equipped with gas stoves; the 
proper equipment for a hybrid solar collector has been selected. 
The structures and procedures have been proposed for connecting  
a hybrid collector to the systems the supply electricity and heat to 
the building. The collector’s modules the type of ATMOSFERA 
F2PV are arranged at the roof of the building, whose electric com-
ponents are connected, through an inverter, to the inlet-distributor 
device in a building or to the low-voltage buses at a power substation 
with a voltage of 10/0.4 kV, which powers the building. A heat-car-
rier is fed from the collector, through storage capacities, to a thermal 
unit into the system of hot water supply and heating of the building. 
The obtained results of the study have made it possible to predict  
a probable energy efficiency (the amount of saved conventional fuel), 
economic (net discounted profit) and environmental efficiency (re-
duction in emissions that contribute to the global climate warming). 
The payback period has been determined by consistent calculation 
of net income for each year over the entire period of realization of 
investments provided the specified trend in market prices does not 
change. The paper presents the results from calculating the magni-
tude of investments and income for inhabitants per each apartment 
in the building from the implementation of the investment project.

Keywords: hybrid solar collectors, electrical energy, thermal 
energy, multi-apartment building, market prices
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